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STEM Community Alliance Program and Youth-In-Custody 
 

Access to quality STEM education is essential to equip all people – especially young 
people – with the tools and experiences that effect positive change in an evolving 
society, promote innovation, and prepare for employment opportunities. 

 

Youth-In-Custody (YIC) receive state-mandated formal science education. However, 
many of these students can benefit from interactions with scientists who visit their 
classrooms and provide in-person and hands-on activities that augment their science 
classes. Scientists informing and exciting through their cutting-edge research, 
demonstrating that scientists are people who care about the well-being of YIC, and 
raising awareness of jobs in the STEM workforce opens new doors for YIC. Increasing 
STEM program offerings with this approach will pave the way for YIC students to gain 
meaningful experiences in STEM fields, increase problem-solving skills and build 
confidence in their ability to engage with sectors of the community that may have 
previously felt foreign. 

 
 

STEMCAP Vision Statement: All Youth-In-Custody connected creatively to STEM. 
 

STEMCAP Mission Statement: To provide pathways that broaden understanding and 
exchange between Youth-In-Custody and STEM communities. 
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In Utah, Juvenile Justice Services (JJS) houses Youth-in-Custody (YIC) who are: 

“… individuals under the age of 21 that are in the custody of or receiving services 

from the Utah Department of Human Services or an equivalent Native American 

tribe, or who are being held in a juvenile detention facility.” 

 

The STEM Community Alliance Program (STEMCAP) works in facilities that span the 

broad spectrum of YIC, including juvenile detention centers and residential treatment 

centers. Students earn their high school diplomas at the centers, with instruction that is 

standard for all school-aged children in the state. These students have highly varied 

educational backgrounds and capabilities. STEMCAP works with teachers within these 

centers to provide programs that meet the students’ needs and carry out our 

programming primarily during their science class periods. 

 

In addition to teachers employed by the local school district, each facility sustains JJS 

staff who perform typical classroom behavior management. We work at centers that 

house both male and female students, separated by sex-assigned-at-birth, from 12-21 

years of age. 

 

 

In-Person Workshop Considerations and Guidance 

Section 1- Presentation process 

 
1. STEMCAP staff will start with a brief program introduction (1-2 minutes). 

2. Start by introducing yourself (1-2 minutes). 

o Your first slide should provide some photos of you and your life. 

3. Provide a brief overview of your path to your current position (2-3 minutes). 

o Include academic interests (or lack thereof) growing up, initial field of 

study, path of occupation, etc. 

4. Provide background information and definitions (2-5 minutes – depending on 

how much background information students need to understand your work). 

o See Section 2 for advice on defining terms. 

5. Dive into the bulk of your presentation (15-20 minutes). The content here 

will depend on your workshop type: 

o Science Right Now!: Describe your current work as a scientist or other 

expert. 

o Portal to Science: Lab tour and demonstration. 

o Objects from Nature: Observation time and educational components. 

o Art-Science: Connection between an art project and a scientific topic.
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6. Hands-on Activity (5-30 minutes) 

o If your workshop does not have a hands-on component, your presentation 

should include opportunities for interactive engagement, which will extend 

the bulk of your presentation and replace this portion of the workshop. 

o For Art-Science workshops, this should be the bulk of your time. 

o STEMCAP staff and YIC teachers will help to facilitate the hands-on 

activity. We will assist with handing out supplies, demonstrating steps, 

and helping individual students who may be struggling. 

o If one or two students are falling behind, allow STEMCAP staff to help 

them catch up. You should keep the pace of your lesson to ensure you 

do not run out of time. 

7. Wrap-Up (2-3 minutes) 

o Tie everything together. Reiterate the main points that you want students 

to take away from your activity. 

o Include examples of mistakes made or false hypotheses. Demonstrate 

that scientists face failures and challenges and don’t always get the 

right answer the first time! 

o Provide insights into what you plan to do in the future and how you hope 

to impact the community with your work. 

o Include 2-5 examples of other jobs or career paths that connect to the 

main concepts of the workshop. 

8. Following the presentation, allow time for YIC questions (5 minutes). 

o As time allows, once students no longer have questions, STEMCAP staff 

will lead a guided discussion between you and the YIC. STEMCAP will 

share the discussion questions with you and with the YIC in advance. 

 
 

Section 2 - Presentation Guidelines 
 

1. Avoid unnecessary jargon and undefined technical terms. 

o When including a necessary technical term, be sure to define it. 

Metaphors are helpful, and many students will relate more quickly to a 

description of what something means in the real world rather than a more 

textbook-style definition. 

 e.g., DNA is like the blueprint of a house: proteins are like the 

foundation, and the cell is the house. 

o Limit the number of technical terms you use- whenever possible, think of 

more accessible synonyms. 
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 Our goal is to disseminate information in an easy-to-understand 

fashion, so focus more on the main ideas of your topic, the process of 

your research, or the overarching takeaways from your presentation. 

2. Although most students at these facilities are of high school age (14 – 18 years old), 

we recommend that you create your presentation at a 7th-grade level. Many of these 

students have non-traditional educational backgrounds and are often behind in 

school. 

3. The format and content of slides for a YIC audience will be different from what you might 

deploy for a scientific audience. 

o Use a simple background with good color contrast. 

o Use photos and simple diagrams whenever possible; keep the text short and 

simple. 

o Keep each slide visually simple. 

o Only include graphs that are easy to interpret: 

Simple axes labels 

No error bars 

Axes labeled with large letters (minimum font-size: 14 point). 

Summarize major trends; read axes labels out loud – state “the 

horizontal axis and up and down axis, rather than x and y axes 

o If showing figures, remove extraneous terms. Include only terms you explain 

and discuss. 

o When speaking about dimensions and measurements, place them in context 

(for example, the size of bacteria relative to a human hair). 

 Some students may feel more comfortable with this language rather 

than metric scales. 

o Any people shown in your photos must be modestly dressed. 

o It is best NOT to embed videos in your slides because of software 

compatibility issues. However, if you do embed them, provide a separate 

video film on your jump drive and an internet link as a backup if you have one. 

o Avoid animations within your PowerPoint because of technical issues 

o Internet access is available to presenters during their presentation but 

requires prior approval. Inform the STEMCAP team if you need this. 

4. Include mention of jobs and careers in your field and your pathway to the topic you 

are presenting. 

o e.g., as a mammologist, you can be a wildlife ecologist and help inform 

policy, work at a national park, participate in conservation efforts, etc. 

o e.g., before I was a faculty member in the geosciences, I was a waitress, 

failed my high school math course, had a great teacher/mentor in science, 

and here I am! 
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o Incorporate photos or a narrative of what a “day in the life” is like and some of 

the unique activities you end up doing as a scientist/artist/writer in your field. 

5. STEMCAP strongly encourages the incorporation of a hands-on component into 

your program – though it is not mandatory. 

o The STEMCAP team can help with the design and implementation of a 

hands-on activity. 

o Different centers have restrictions on what materials students can handle, so 

check in with STEMCAP staff as you plan your hands-on component. 

o All materials used must be pre-approved by the YIC Center. 

 The STEMCAP team will email a final list of all presentation materials 

to the YIC Center for approval two weeks before the workshop. 

o If your workshop requires supplies, STEMCAP has funds to support the 

purchase of materials. 

o YIC have limited internet access, so online activities or programs are 

discouraged (though not entirely impossible to facilitate—check with the 

STEMCAP team if this is an option you’d like to explore). 

o Presenters should avoid activities that involve the students using 

smartphones or internet-capable devices (except as provided by the school) 

or anything sharp (e.g., scissors or metal).  

o If you wish to provide a hands-on activity, only bring – or request that 

STEMCAP brings – necessary items (i.e., one sharpie per student, etc.) 

 Provide the STEMCAP team with a list of materials well in advance to 

discuss them with the JJS staff and YIC teachers. 

o If you choose to do a demonstration instead of a class activity, there is more 

flexibility in terms of approved materials (i.e. using materials that students 

will not handle). 

 STEMCAP must manage materials and keep diligent inventory of all 

supplies used for demonstrations. 

o If your hands-on experiment requires protective equipment, STEMCAP will 

confirm how many students will attend the workshop and help with supplying 

these items. 
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Section 3 - Classroom Interactions 
 

1. Class sizes are usually small (3-10 students), though they can be as high as 25 

students. Some centers may request you present two or three times. Inform 

STEMCAP if you’d prefer to present only once, and what group size your 

presentation is best geared for so we can match you with the appropriate center. 

2. When asking questions to the group, never single out a student or put them down. A 

student should never feel embarrassed or anxious. 

o Never put a student down if their question seems off-topic or confusing. 

Instead, try asking them to “tell me more about that” or simply saying, “that’s 

a fantastic question- I don’t know/science doesn’t know” is okay! 

o It is also fine if no student responds to a question you ask. Rather than 

pressuring them to respond, simply say something like, “that was a hard 

question, but the answer is…” or “that’s a tricky one. Basically….” 

3. When asking or answering questions, we encourage presenters to have students 

use STEMCAP’s Q Cards. These are colored cards that each student has. There 

are five different colors: red, green, blue, orange, and yellow. Using these cards, you 

can ask multiple choice (the cards have A-D on the back), true/false, or yes/no 

questions. You can ask the students to hold up a specific color for a particular 

response. Feel free to get creative here. Most students seem to engage more with 

these cards than with open-ended questions. 

4. Do not perform typical “classroom management” (e.g., telling them to be quiet, 

talking out of turn). The teachers or JJS staff will handle this. 

5. Do not dismiss the group at the end of the presentation – the JJS staff will do this. 

6. Students may ask questions about your research or information shared in the 

presentation, but avoid oversharing personal info (where you live, your last 

name/contact information and information about your partner/relationship are all 

explicitly off-limits). It is important not to tell a student off or make them feel ashamed 

for asking about your personal life and instead change the subject or say, “I’d prefer 

not to talk about my personal life. But I am eager to share my excitement about my 

research.” 

7. When speaking with an individual student, maintain a minimum of three feet of 

personal space unless hands-on assistance requires a closer interaction. 

8. It can be a distracting environment (e.g., - some students may leave to attend an 

appointment, radios go off, staff comes in and out, doors buzz). Be patient and 

prepared for distractions and potential interruptions. When a student is called out of 

class, continue with your presentation, and do not put extra attention on them. 

Avoid unintentionally making a student feel bad about interrupting or missing out on 

the rest of your presentation. These situations are out of their control, and it is 

essential to recognize that. 
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Section 4 - What to Bring on the Day of your Presentation 

 
1. Driver’s license. 

2. Thumb drive back-up of your presentation (must be the same as the approved 

presentation). 

3. Any presentation materials that the JJS staff has approved. 

4. Empty pockets – no purses, pens, cell phones, car keys, wallets, sunglasses, gum, 

staples - these items are not permitted inside the facility. 

5. A notebook. Do not bring a pen or pencil. The Center can lend you one. 

 

Section 5 - Dress Code 

 
1. Dress professionally. 

o Wear long pants (no shorts, no skirts or dresses). If you wear jeans, they 

must be a dark wash or black with no holes, tears, or frays. 

o Wear close-toed shoes; no sneakers/gym shoes. 

o Wear a dress shirt or blouse. 

o Do NOT wear anything with a hood. 

o Do NOT wear a scarf, tie, or hat. 

o Avoid excessive jewelry. 

2. Dress conservatively. 

o Nothing clingy or shear. 

o Nothing with holes or tears. 

o No sleeveless shirts: shoulders must be covered. 

o No wrap-around blouses. 

o No visible midriff or cleavage. 

 

Section 6 - Security Guidelines 
 

1. “Nothing in – nothing out.” 

o You may only bring in the approved presentation materials and are not 

permitted to take anything out of the center. 

2. Follow all instructions given to you by a staff person. Always stay with the staff to 

ensure they will hear and witness all of your interactions with students. 

o If you ever feel uncomfortable, notify the STEMCAP Program team, the YIC 

teacher, or a JJS staff member. 

3. Do not engage in personal conversations about yourself or others when in the 

facility. 
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o Do not share information about your address, phone number, or family. 

o Never accept an item from a student, as this can be the first step in becoming 

compromised. Even something as simple as mailing a letter is not allowed. If 

a student asks you to take something out of the Center, inform STEMCAP 

staff, the teacher, or a JJS staff member. 

4. Never ask a student why they are in the detention center, if they have been there or 

to other facilities before, their physical or mental health, their stay length, or other 

personal information. 

5. Do not have any physical contact with students beyond a handshake or fist bump. 

6. At specific centers, repeat presenters may be required to submit security clearance 

documents. STEMCAP staff will assist you with this if applicable. 

 
 

Section 7 – Scheduling 
 
Once you have committed to a workshop type, STEMCAP staff will help you to 

schedule your workshop. Once you have been assigned a time slot, STEMCAP will 

reach out to schedule your Presentation Review Meeting, which will take place two to 

three weeks prior to your workshop. You will be asked to provide your presentation 

materials and a list of supplies to STEMCAP three days before the meeting. As stated 

above, we need a supplies list two weeks before your presentation.  

 
Please keep in mind: rescheduling is commonplace as YIC centers are complex 

environments with many health, security, and behavioral considerations. This often 

affects STEMCAP’s ability to present, though we will almost always be able to 

reschedule.    

 

STEMCAP Virtual Presentation Considerations 

Section 8 - Youth Center Technology 

o Most centers prefer you to present over 

Zoom, while others prefer more secure 

platforms, such as Microsoft Teams or 

Google Meet. STEMCAP will identify 

what the center’s preferred medium is. 

Ensure that you have downloaded the 

program and tested it on the device you 

will be using. 
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o During your presentation, students in each classroom will be using a single 

camera. 

o When facilitating a live-stream presentation, STEMCAP staff will introduce 

you to the class and then turn off their cameras to minimize distractions 

during the presentation. 

o If the YIC center where you present does not allow you to see the students, 

for security reasons, STEMCAP staff will leave their cameras on so that you 

are not presenting to black boxes. 

o YIC classrooms can echo, and students can be hard to hear, so be prepared 

to have the teacher relay questions. STEMCAP staff and YIC teachers will 

assist with relaying questions to and from students. Do not hesitate to ask 

students to repeat themselves when necessary. 

 

 
Section 9 – Virtual Presentation Process – Variations from In-Person* 
*For general process, see the presentation processes listed under the In-Person section 
 

1. Unless otherwise agreed upon, virtual live presentations should be about 50-55 

minutes long, including hands-on activities. 

2. If you are pre-recording a presentation, it should be no longer than 35 minutes. 

3. When introducing yourself (1-2 minutes): 

o Start your introduction before you share your PowerPoint or other visuals 

using Screen Share. This allows students to get to know you more 

personally before your video box shrinks for your shared screen. 

o After you’ve stated your name and current role at your university or 

institution, share your screen. 

4. Hands-on Activity 

o Stop sharing your screen during hands-on activity and informal interactive 

moments (e.g., discussions) so that students feel they are engaging with 

you rather than your PowerPoint screen. 

o If students are producing something (e.g., painting, drawing, completing 

an experiment), ask them to come up to the camera and share their work 

as they finish up. 

5. End of Workshop YIC questions 

o Turn off your “Screen Share” so that students can engage in a face-to- 

face virtual discussion. 

o Invite students to come up to the screen with their questions. 
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Section 10 - Engaging Virtually 
 

o Asking questions is an excellent way to keep students engaged; however, 

hearing each student can be a challenge. STEMCAP will work with the teacher 

to decide on a method for engaging with the students. 

o Work with STEMCAP to develop or use methods of gauging student 

answers visually. Examples: 

 Have students write answers on whiteboards and hold them up for 

you to see (works best for one-word answers or numbers). 

 Have students demonstrate a movement or process relating to your 

presentation. 

o Videos are excellent tools to break up your slides; however, streaming an online 

video over Zoom can create lots of lag. To avoid this, either: 

o Send the video as a link to the teachers ahead of time so they can: a) 

switch tabs and show the video during your presentation or b) show the 

video before or after you present. 

o Download the video and embed it into your presentation, so it is not 

streaming from the internet. 

o Presenting over Zoom makes it hard to interact directly with students, so be 

creative about ways to keep them actively participating. Examples: 

o “Look around the room. What are some things you see that use 

electricity?” 

o “As you watch this video, take note of how many different animals you see 

using the wildlife overpass.” 

o If you are presenting a pre-recorded presentation, remember that many 

of the same types of questions can be posed as rhetorical questions or fun 

tasks for students to do on their own. Examples: 

“Look at the sky next time you’re outside and see if you can find…” 

“Take a minute to think about a time when you…” 

“Wiggle your fingers. What do you notice about how your hand 

moves?” 

 “I’m going to show you a video, make a mental note of the first 

three birds you see…”). 
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Section 11 - Presenter Review Rubric 
 

Presenter Review Rubric – This rubric will be completed by STEMCAP staff during the 
Presentation Review meeting. Use these categories to guide you as you create your 
presentation. 

Our team also does formal evaluation on STEMCAP activities. This rubric will contribute 
to the materials our external program evaluators use to help us improve our presenter 
guidance and other programming processes. 

 

Presenter Name: 
 

 
Category Successful Needs Improvement 

1. Connection 
How well do you think the work will 

connect with the interests, values 

and/or experiences of the group?  

 

What changes should the presenter 

make to connect more with the 

group? 

 

Examples/Notes: Examples/Notes: 

 
2. Engagement 
Does the presenter have built-in 

moments for engagement - for 

example, questions posed, hands-on 

activities, or involved demonstrations?  

 

In what way could the presenter 

further engage the group? 

  

3. Jargon 
How well does the presenter explain 

technical/scientific words or terms? 

 

Are there words or phrases that 

should be omitted or explained?  

 

Are there opportunities for 

metaphors and examples in place of 

jargon, statistics, and/or data? 
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Category Successful Needs Improvement 

4. Format
How well does the format of the

presentation or activity work in this

particular context/ venue?

Are there changes the presenter 

should consider to make the 

presentation more appropriate for 

the setting? 

5. Presentation materials
How engaging are the

presentation materials/slides?

Is there too much or too little text? 

Are images clear, interesting, and 

relevant?  

What changes could be made to 

slides or other materials to make 

them more accessible or engaging 

for this audience? 

6. Additional notes/questions
Are there any other modifications the

presenter should make?

What are the stand-out elements of 

the presentation? 

Questions? 

Laura George – STEMCAP Associate Director 

laura.george@utah.edu / (404) 386-9884 

Fiona Kuzmack – Program Coordinator 

fiona.kuzmack@utah.edu 

Chloe Joesten – Conservation Project Coordinator 

chloe.joesten@utah.edu
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